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INTRODUCTION

A protein three-dimensional (3D) structure is a composite of fragments

of various local structures. The regular secondary structures, a-helices, and
b-strands, are the local fragments with repetitive patterns along the protein

backbone as result of hydrogen bonding.1–4 Beta-turns and reverse turns

are two types of other local structures involving the change of overall chain

directions.5,6 Statistically, these types of local fragments only occupy about

50–55% of overall protein structure.7 The remaining local structure is irreg-

ular coils or loops that are difficult to identify and describe.

The development of protein structural classification methods provides a vis-

ual representation of recurrent folding patterns. The structural classification is

based on topological arrangement of protein secondary structure.8 Three well

known databases, SCOP, FSSP, and CATH, have been created to store protein

structural classification information.9,10 By utilizing these databases, many

algorithms have been developed to compare proteins by alignment of second-

ary structures with 3D coordinates of Ca atoms. Such method include

DALI,11 STRUCTAL,12 VAST,13 LOCK,14 3DSearch,15 CE,16 SSM,17 and

PALI.18 Various approaches for structural classification have greatly promoted

the analysis and prediction of protein folding assignments. Although �10,000

protein structural classification families are predicted to exist in all organ-

isms,19 at high hierarchy of protein classification, all of known protein struc-

tures are sorted into four broad structural classes: all-a, all-b, a/b and a1b.
These four classes differ by secondary structure composition and b-sheet top-
ologies, which represents certain global characteristics of protein folding

shapes.20 The structural classification of known protein structure is one step

toward comprehensive understanding of protein folding.

The increased knowledge of protein structures has allowed more under-

standing of the relationship between sequences, structures, functions, and

properties. Most protein 3D structures are determined by X-ray crystallo-

graphic, or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods, and then the

results are deposited into protein data bank (PDB). For proteins without

results from measurements, the prediction of 3D structures can calculated

by a variety of computational methods.21–26 Although accurate protein 3D

structures are available at atomic level from experiments measurements or

computational simulations, the description of protein folding shape is still a

challenging subject.27–29 A number of approaches have been developed to

improve the description of protein folding structures.
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ABSTRACT

Understanding and describing three-

dimensional (3D) protein structures have

dominated biological and biochemistry

research for many years. A comprehensive

description of protein folding structure is

essential for the advancement of protein

research. In this study, a novel descrip-

tion method is developed to generate a

set of folding patterns with specific shape

features, as well as vector characteristics

in space. To accomplish the goal, this

method embeds features from geometry,

morphology and topology together into

an algorithmic approach to achieve a full

description for proteins. A set of 27 vec-

tors is derived mathematically from an

enclosed space, and each vector represents

a 3D folding shape of five successive Ca

atoms in the protein backbone. The 27

vectors are represented by 27 symbols,

which are called as the protein folding

shape code (PFSC). The PFSC method

offers a digital description of folding

shapes along a protein backbone, which

facilitates protein structure analysis. The

PFSC method provides a tool to study the

similarity and dissimilarity for protein or

protein conformers. The PFSC results

show overall agreement with structural

assignments from the protein data bank,

as well as results from other methods. All

results show that the PFSC method is a

reliable tool with explicit meaning for

protein folding shape description.
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DSSP.30 The database of secondary structure of pro-

teins (DSSP) program is a widely accepted method for

assigning secondary structures to proteins. Using a pat-

tern-recognition process, hydrogen-bonded, and geo-

metrical features are extracted from protein 3D coordi-

nates. The secondary structures are recognized as

repeats of the elementary hydrogen-bonding patterns of

a-helices and b-strands. The secondary structural

assignments by DSSP for most proteins are available in

PDB.

DEFINE.31 The define structure (DEFINE) method is

a computer program that describes secondary structures

of proteins by using the difference distance matrices of

Ca atoms. The supersecondary structures are then

obtained by using the secondary structures as straight

lines segments. This program provides accurate two-

dimensional display of the 3D structure.

STRIDE.32 The structural identification (STRIDE)

method is a software tool which assigns protein second-

ary structure from atomic coordinates based on a com-

bination of hydrogen bond energy and statisticaly

derived F and C torsion angle information around Ca

atoms. Results are optimized with verified set of second-

ary structural elements in PDB. Assignment of second-

ary structure by STRIDE shows good agreement with

DSSP.

PCURVE.33 P-Curve (PCURVE) is a computer pro-

gram that obtains helicoidal structures from the atomic

coordinates of the peptide backbone, and yields helical

axis representing the overall folding of the protein. Each

portion of the axis generated by P-Curve relies on a min-

imum of nine peptide units. This method generates a set

of 16 parameters for analyzing, comparing, or recon-

structing protein backbone geometry.

PSEA.34 Protein secondary element assignment

(PSEA) is a method that assigns secondary structural ele-

ments relied solely on the protein Ca coordinates. The

secondary structures are obtained by backbone parameter

analysis of angle, dihedral angle, and distances between

Ca atoms. Overall, the PSEA assignment shows agree-

ment with various other methods.

KAKSI.35 KAKSI is a method for secondary structure

assignment that is based on a set of geometrical values of

Ca distances and F and C dihedral angles around Ca

atoms. The parameters of KAKSI are chosen according

with best fitting a-helices and b-sheets extracted from

the PDB data. This method focuses on improvement of

the termini of secondary structural fragment with appro-

priate length.

SBB.36 Structural building blocks (SBB) method is an

extension of autoassociative artificial neural network

(autoANN)37 with the classification of seven residue

protein segments. Six common occurring patterns of SBB

are defined from the statistical analysis using a database

of 116 different protein chains. The SBB method identi-

fies the regular secondary structures with the caps at

ends for a-helices and b-strands, and defines the patterns

for random coils.

PB.38–40 Protein block (PB) is a method that identi-

fies various folding patterns of five consecutive Ca atoms

from 342 proteins. Sixteen protein blocks are selected

from 86,628 folding patterns according a suitable balance

between approximation of 3D structures with an average

RMSDA (root mean square deviation on angular values)

of 308 and acceptable initial prediction accuracy. The

selected protein blocks are represented by 16 alphabetic

letters to cover a-helices, b-strands, loops like a-helix, or
b-strand and coils.

The protein structure prediction relates to the recogni-

tion of folding structure with sequence-structure align-

ments. The critical assessment of techniques for protein

structure prediction (CASP)41,42 is a community-wide

experiment for protein structure prediction taking place

every two years since 1994. CASP provides the opportu-

nity for research groups to assess the quality of their

methods for protein structure prediction from the pri-

mary structure of the protein. It provides methods for

protein structure prediction from the amino acid

sequence of the protein. If the given sequence is found to

be similar to a protein sequence of known structure,

comparative protein modeling may be used to predict

the secondary and tertiary structures. The sixth commu-

nity wide experiment on the critical assessment of techni-

ques for protein structure prediction (CASP6)43–45

made the progress in fold recognition in 2004. The previ-

ous unknown folds have modestly improved, and several

mixed a/b structures have been modeled in a topologi-

cally correct manner. With using alignment programs

and scoring measures, the CASP6 focused on the predic-

tion of the structures of 90 protein domains from 64 tar-

gets. Thirty-eight of these were classified as fold recogni-

tion, defined as being similar in fold to proteins of

known structures and nine protein domains were judged

to have new folds.

Approaches for protein folding shape descriptions can

be divided into three categories according to strategy

and parameters. The first category includes methods that

adopt the structural pattern-recognitions from basic pro-

tein structure knowledge. These methods assign the reg-

ular secondary structure elements and super secondary

motifs using specific patterns of hydrogen bonds and

geometric criteria, such as Ca distances, Ca angles, dihe-

dral angles between Ca atoms, and pairs of F and C di-

hedral angles around a Ca atom. The second category is

the local structure methods that identify the patterns of

structural segments with observations from large num-

ber of structures in a protein library or training data-

base, and then select certain motifs as folding prototypes

with statistics adjustment. The third category is the

sequence-structure prediction that tries to detect the

relation between sequence and structure. The significant

progress of sequence-structure prediction in fold recog-
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nition has been made, but it remains hard to detect in

high sequence identity comparative modeling. In gen-

eral, most of methods in these categories show broad

agreement of assignments for a-helix and b-strand, but
various methods present different lengths and bounda-

ries for secondary structure segments.

To get a good description of protein folding shape

has been challenging because of three aspects. The first

consideration is how to describe the irregular loops and

coils, which take place about 40% in overall protein

structures. It has been estimated that about 2000 folding

types are currently unknown or rare occurrences.46 An

ideal description for protein folding shape is expected

to be able to cover the regular secondary and irregular

tertiary structural fragments. In other words it must be

able to describe all possible folding patterns without

regarding to common or uncommon folding shape, and

the shape with rare appearances in structures. The sec-

ond consideration is how to describe the protein folding

shape with higher accuracy using the limited number of

folding patterns. It is particularly difficult because to

cut down the number of folding patterns will reduce

the accuracy of descriptions. Also, it is important to dis-

tinguish the minor changes for local or entire protein

structures. The third consideration is how to illustrate

the folding descriptions with explicit structural meaning

along a protein backbone, which requires clear struc-

tural definition for individual folding pattern while

expects a comprehensible associations for all folding

patterns. Therefore, a good protein description method

is expected to have capabilities to cover all possible

folding shape patterns, to reveal similarity or dissimilar-

ity with the proper sensitivity for protein comparisons,

and to provide meaningful explanations of protein fold-

ing descriptions.

METHODS

In this study, a novel protein folding shape code

(PFSC) is developed to describe protein folding shapes.

A high-quality shape description should simultaneously

possess several critical features, such as scope, unique-

ness, stability, sensitivity, efficiency, multi-scale, and

local support. To meet these criteria, the PFSC method

integrates geometric, morphological, and topological

features into an algorithmic process to define a set of

folding shape patterns. Twenty-seven PFSC vectors are

mathematically derived from an enclosed space to rep-

resent the folding patterns of five successive protein Ca

atoms. Each PFSC pattern is not only a folding shape

prototype, but also a vector with specific folding char-

acteristics attached at N- terminus and C-terminus.

The 27 PFSC vectors are able to provide a meaningful

description for protein structural assignment.

Protein structure versus shape

The 3D protein structure can be considered as a shape

object with geometric, morphological, and topological

characteristics. A geometric shape object is invariant to

Euclidean transformations.47 Therefore, a shape descrip-

tion remains unaffected by location, scale, and rota-

tion.48

The shape Si of protein i can be represented as a set of

attributes.

Si ¼ ai1; a
i
2; . . . ; a

i
n

� � ð1Þ

The similarity between two shapes Si and Sj can be

expressed as:

Si � Sj ¼
Xn
m¼1

aim dið Þ � ajm dj
� ��� �� ð2Þ

where di and dj denote the atomic coordinates for pro-

teins i and j, and the symbol ‘‘�’’ denotes the operation

of comparing two attributes. The similarity should be a

collective result of n terms of comparison of each corre-

sponding attribute component starting from m 5 1 to

m 5 n.

The atomic coordinates of proteins represent the accu-

rate 3D geometric information of a shape object SG.

From the geometric perspective, the shape SG is a collec-

tion of points Pj,

SG ¼
[

Pj2<3

Pj ð3Þ

where Pj 2 <3 builds up the physical extent of the shape

and j is the index of atoms. However, the atomic coordi-

nates alone are not adequate in describing the folding

shape for protein structures.

The local structural fragments, that is, a-helices, b-
strands, b-turns and others, represent the morphological

characteristic of folding shape in proteins. From morpho-

logical perspective, the shape SM is a set of {Zk}, which is

composed of subsets Zk for related points Pj. So, it can

be expressed as:

SM ¼
[n
k¼1

Zk Zk ¼
[
Pj2Zk

Pj ð4Þ

where k is the index of set similarities and j is the index

of atoms belonging to subsets Zk. Many methods have

actually employed such morphological features to

describe the protein folding shapes.9–18,31–35

The neighboring relationship of Ca atoms along the

backbone represents the topological characteristic of

protein structures. The Ca atom backbone is a Haus-

dorff space48 because of the protein backbone as a

topological object. From a topological perspective, the

shape, ST, is a collection of neighboring relationships

in 3D space.

Description of Protein Structures Using PFSC
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ST ¼
[1
i¼1

tið Þ ð5Þ

where the result is a number related to neighboring Ca

atoms (ti) along the protein backbone. All sets of five

successive Ca atoms along a protein backbone, for

example, have a unique contribution for the topologic

result. Each set of five successive Ca atoms has five

points, four lines, three angles and two torsion angles

for four adjacent atoms. Also, when a set of five succes-

sive Ca atoms move along a protein backbone, two con-

junctive sets always share four Ca atoms. All these are

basic properties of topological graph for a set of five

successive Ca atoms.

Vector transformation

Now a set of five successive protein Ca atoms is

defined to be a PFSC vector. There are two factors why

five Ca atoms are selected as an element for a PFSC vec-

tor. First, the protein secondary structure is formed by

repeating conformation unit with a certain number of

residues. The numbers of residues per repeating unit or

turn are well known, such as two Ca atoms for b-strand,
3.6 for right-handed or left-handed a-helix, two for 2.27
helix, three for 310 helix, 4.3 for d-helices, 4.4 for p-helix
and 5.1 for g-helix. The element length of vector should

cover at least one complete repeating conformation of

secondary structure at unit. If the element length of vec-

tor or the number of residues is increased, it would

increase the complicity, and then it would require a

larger number of patterns to describe various folds. Sec-

ond, the fragment of five successive Ca atoms has two

adjunctive torsion angles. These torsion angles will pro-

vide the information for a repeating or discontinuous

folding pattern, which is important describing the con-

tinuance of shapes. Therefore, the PFSC method takes

five Ca atoms as a basic unit for a folding shape, which

is expected to bring the appropriate description for pro-

tein folds.

The shape of five successive Ca atoms can be described

by a vector, v, which is determined by the 3D atomic

coordinate (x, y, z), having a total of 5 3 3 5 15 compo-

nents in the Cartesian coordinate system.

v ¼ x1; y1; z1; . . . ; x5; y5; z5ð Þ ð6Þ

Because a vector is invariant to transformation of coordi-

nate systems, changing to a new coordinate system only

changes the magnitudes of the components in the new

system, but not the vector itself. The purpose of transfor-

mation to a new coordinate system is to expose the

attributes of the folding characteristics of five successive

Ca atoms. Under the new coordinate system, the vector

is composed of 15 new independent components: three

components for the absolute location of the vector in

space, two for the orientation taken by the vector, four

for the distances between two adjacent Ca atoms, three

for the angles of three adjacent Ca atoms, two for the

torsion angles of four adjacent Ca atoms and one for the

pitch distance between the two ending Ca atoms. The

vector under the new coordinate system can be expressed

as:

V ¼ s1; s2; s3; . . . ; s13; s14; s15ð Þ ð7Þ

The new vector can be obtained by a coordinate trans-

formation from the Cartesian coordinates system:

s1
s2
� � �
s15

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

¼
t1;1 t1;2 � � � t1;15
t2;1 t2;2 � � � � � �
� � � � � � ti;j � � �
t15;1 � � � � � � t15;15

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

x1
y1
� � �
z5

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

ð8Þ

wherein ti,j is an element in the transformation matrix.

As a result of this transformation, the contribution

weight for the folding shape description is redistributed

among each component of the vector. Emphasizing the

characteristics of shape, the components which do not

directly have contribution to the folding shape in pro-

tein structures are eliminated. Therefore, three compo-

nents for the vector’s absolute location in space, and

two for the vector’s orientation are eliminated. Also,

some of components are relatively stable in protein

folding structures, such as four components for the dis-

tances between adjacent Ca atoms. In other words, they

almost do not contribute to the protein folding shape,

and they will be ignored. In contrast, three components

are essential to represent the folding shape in protein

structures. These three outstanding components are two

torsion angles for each of four adjacent Ca atoms and

one pitch distance between two ending Ca atoms. Here

the pitch distance is a combination of contributions

from all of three angles formed with three adjacent Ca

atoms.

The set of five successive Ca atoms is indexed from (n

2 2), (n 2 1), n, (n 1 1) to (n 1 2). The two torsion

angles of four adjacent Ca atoms are represented by s(n
2 2, n 2 1, n, n 1 1) and s(n 2 1, n, n 1 1, n 1 2).

The pitch distance between two terminus Ca atoms is

represented by s(n 2 2, n 1 2). So, the folding shape of

five successive Ca atoms can be expressed by a 3D vector

in space as below:

V a; b; cð Þ ¼ V aA; bB; cCð Þ ¼ aAþ bB þ cC ð9Þ

where A, B, and C denote the three essential components,

and a, b, and c are the magnitudes for each component.

J. Yang
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According to vector properties, A, B, and C must be in-

dependent components, that is,

A 3 B 6¼ 0; B 3 C 6¼ 0; A 3C 6¼ 0 ð10Þ

The two torsion angles for four adjacent Ca atoms,

and the pitch distance from atom Ca(n22) to Ca(n12) are

defined as independent components. The corresponding

scales a, b, and c for each component can be obtained

based on the Ca atomic coordinates: a and b are the two

adjacent torsion angles, and c is the pitch distance. They

can be expressed as below.

a ¼ s rn�2; rn�1; rn; rnþ1ð Þ ¼
[nþ1

i¼n�2

F xi; yi; zið Þ ð11Þ

b ¼ s rn�1; rn; rnþ1; rnþ2ð Þ ¼
[nþ2

i¼n�1

F xi; yi; zið Þ ð12Þ

c ¼ s rn�2; rnþ2ð Þ ¼
[

i¼n�2;nþ2

F xi; yi; zið Þ ð13Þ

There F is the polynomial function to calculate the

torsion angles and the distance using Ca atom coordi-

nates (x, y, z), and rm denotes the coordinates of Ca

atom m (m 5 n 2 2, n 2 1, n, n 1 1, or n 1 2).

The PFSC method essentially reduces the vector dimen-

sionality from 15 to 3 components in space to expose

the features of folding shape of five consecutive Ca

atoms.

Segregation of vector space

A vector can describe the continuous changes in space,

but the potential number of vectors would be infinite. To

benefit from the morphological features in a shape

object, similar vectors in space can be grouped together.

In other words tolerances on numerical measurement

should be allowed. Hence, the vector space is segregated

which alters the space of vector from continuous to dis-

crete. The possible number of vectors will also be

reduced from infinite to finite. In the PFSC method,

each component of a vector will be partitioned into three

regions. Consequently, 27 vectors are generated to repre-

sent 27 folding patterns for five successive Ca atoms.

V a; b; cð Þ �
X3
i¼1

X3
j¼1

X3
k¼1

aiAþ bjB þ ckC
� � ð14Þ

Regarding the characteristics of regular secondary

structures, the number of residues per turn, the pitch

distance, and the torsion angle twists of a repeat unit are

well known.34–35,49 Therefore, the pitch distance and

the torsion angle twists for five successive Ca atoms can

be estimated. This becomes the criteria to determine how

to partition each component into three regions in Figure

1. The partition boundaries attempt to avoid separation

of the same type of folding shape conformation into two

different regions. In the PFSC approach, the distribution

of each torsion angle (a or b) is partitioned into three

zones with respect to 3608 angular space, that is, a1 and

b1 at 08 to 1308; a2 and b2 at >1308 to 1808 and 21808
to 21308; a3 and b3 at > 21308 to 08. The pitch dis-

tance (c) between Ca(n22) and Ca(n12) for five conjunc-

tive Ca atoms can be separated into three regions, that is

c1 at <5.5 Å, c2 at >5.5 Å to 14.0 Å, and c3 at >14.0 Å.

Therefore, Figure 1 illustrates that the space is parti-

tioned into nine zones, and the different protein second-

ary structures types. In summary, the 27 PFSC vectors

are obtained by mathematical process based on shape

object, and the characteristics of protein structures are

considered.

Significance of 27 vectors

In the PFSC method, the 27 vectors are represented by

26 alphabetic letters in uppercase and ‘‘$’’ sign. A letter is

assigned to the center atom of five consecutive Ca atoms

for each vector. The 27 vectors stand for possible folding

shapes, and each vector carries specific folding character-

istics at N- and C-termini as starting and ending points

for the vector.

Figure 1
The partition of pitch distance and torsion angles for five successive Ca atoms in

PFSC method. The boundaries of two larger circles separate the pitch distance

into three regions, such as <5.5 Å, > 5.5 Å to 14.0 Å, and >14.0 Å. The circles

are divided into three regions for torsion angles, such as 08 to 130, >1308 to
1808 and 21808 to 21308, and 21308 to 08. The smaller circles represent the

distribution locations of secondary structures of five successive Ca atoms for pitch

distances and torsion angles in PFSC, such as b-strands, a-helix, c-helix,
p-helix, d-helix, 310 helix and 2.27 helix.

Description of Protein Structures Using PFSC
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Diagram of 27 PFSC vectors

Each vector is a composite of five consecutive Ca

atoms, and its folding shape is defined by certain angular

zones of two Ca atom torsion angles and the pitch dis-

tance ranges. The folding shape patterns of the 27 vectors

and the associated characteristics are shown in Figure 2.

Here the three blocks represent three regions of pitch dis-

tance, and nine vectors in each block represent the nine

folding shape patterns which are the results as two tor-

sion angles change into different zones. A vector is able

simultaneously to be represented by three formats, a let-

ter, a folding shape pattern and an arrow line.

Furthermore, the specific folding features associated

with each vector are listed in Table I. A vector may have

multiple features while the same feature may relate to

more than one vector. In Table I, for instance, the vector

‘‘J’’ has a-helical feature at N-terminus and b-strand at

C-terminus, it is an analogous vector for both a-helix
and b-strand, it can cap a-helix C-terminus or b-strand
N-terminus, and it locates at pitch distance block c2. In

another aspect, the a-helical feature at C-terminus

related to nine vectors, such as ‘‘A’’, ‘‘D’’, ‘‘H’’, ‘‘U’’, ‘‘V’’,

‘‘W’’, ‘‘X’’, ‘‘Y’’ and ‘‘Z.’’

The relationship for 27 vectors is shown in Figure 3.

The 3D arrangement displays the integral relationship of

the 27 PFSC vectors. Three axes of a, b, and c represent

three components, that is, two torsion angles and one

pitch distance. Each component is partitioned into three

ranges, which creates the 27 PFSC vectors. Each vector

associates to other vectors in horizontal and vertical

directions. Also, a vector shares certain folding features

with the surrounding vectors. In addition, the horizontal

layer or the vertical slice groups the vectors with same

features. Therefore, the 27 vectors are not the isolated

folding patterns, and they are closely associated each

other in space with a relation diagram in Figure 3.

Analogous vectors in PFSC

With PFSC method, a vector is defined by three compo-

nents, that is, two torsion angles and a pitch distance. No

pair of two PFSC vectors should have three components

the same, but they may have one or two components in

the same range which indicates the degree of similarity

between the two vectors. In Figure 3, the nine vectors in

each horizontal layer have one component the same, that

is, same pitch distance block. For example, all of nine vec-

tors ‘‘Y, V, A, S, B, J, C, M and P’’ in the middle layer have

the same pitch distance block at c2. Also, the nine vectors

in any vertical slice in Figure 3 have one component the

same, that is, they belong to the same angular zone for

one of two torsion angles. For example, all of nine vectors

‘‘X, U, H, Y, V, A, Z, W and D’’ in one of vertical slice

have the first torsion angle zone at a1. If a vector has two

of three components in same distribution range as another

vector, the two vectors are analogous. For example, the

vector ‘‘A’’ is defined by three components (a1, b1 and c2)

in Figure 3. The vector ‘‘A’’ has six analogous vectors of ‘‘J,

P, V, Y, H and D’’ because the vectors ‘‘V’’ and ‘‘Y’’ each

have c2 and a1, the vectors ‘‘J’’ and ‘‘P’’ each have c2 and b1
and the vectors ‘‘H’’ and ‘‘D’’ each have a1 and b1, to be

same as vector ‘‘A’’. The vector ‘‘B’’ has six analogous vec-

tors of ‘‘V, M, S, J, E and G’’ because the vectors ‘‘V’’ and

‘‘M’’ each have c2 and b2, the vectors ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘J’’ each

have c2 and a2 and the vectors ‘‘E’’ and ‘‘G’’ each have a2
and b2, to be same as vector ‘‘B.’’ Each vector in the middle

layer correlates to six analogous vectors. In contrast, each

vector in the top and bottom layers has five analogous

vectors.

Figure 2
The diagram of 27 PFSC vectors. Three blocks represent three regions of pitch distance; the nine vectors in each block represent the nine folding shape patterns; each

vector is simultaneously represented by a letter, a folding shape pattern and an arrow. The vector characteristic is represented by an arrow line, which the initial and

terminal points represent the N- and C-termini for the PFSC vector respectively. The ‘‘a‘‘, ‘‘b,’’ or ‘‘*’’at each end of vector indicates the folding features similar to

a-helix, b-strand or random coil respectively.
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Vector characteristics of PFSC folding shape pattern

With arrow line, the folding features at initial and ter-

minal points of a vector represent the characteristics of

the N- and C-termini respectively in Figure 2. Three

types of folding features, which are similar to a-helix, b-
strand and irregular coil, are marked at each end of a

vector as ‘‘a’’, ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘*’’. They represent the folding

angular distribution along the vector direction. For

instance, the vector ‘‘A’’ has a-helical features at N- and

C-termini; ‘‘B’’ has b-strand features at N- and C-ter-

mini; ‘‘J’’ has a-helical feature at N-terminus and b-
strand feature at C-terminus; ‘‘V’’ has a-helical feature at

C-terminus and b-strand feature at N-terminus; ‘‘H’’ has

a-helical feature at N- and C-termini. Therefore, the

PFSC folding patterns are not only distinguished by 27

alphabetic letters, but also by vectors characteristics.

The 27 PFSC vectors are associated with each other by

sharing certain vector features. For instance, the letter

‘‘A’’, representing a-helix, is a vector in pitch block 2

with the first torsion angle ai in zone 1 and the second

torsion angle bj in zone 1. The letter ‘‘B’’, representing b-
strands, is a vector in pitch block 2 with the first torsion

angle ai in zone 2 and the second torsion angle bj in

zone 2. The letter ‘‘J’’ is located as a neighbor to ‘‘A’’ and

‘‘B’’ because the vector ‘‘J’’ has a-helix at N-terminus to

associate with ‘‘A’’ while it has b-strand at C-terminus to

associate with ‘‘B’’. The letter ‘‘V’’ also is located as a

neighbor to ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’, but the vector ‘‘V’’ uses a-helix
at C-terminus to associate with ‘‘A’’ while it has b-strand
at N-terminus to associate with ‘‘B’’. The letter ‘‘H’’ is a

neighbor of ‘‘A’’ because it is alike vector to ‘‘A’’ with a-

helix at both of N- and C-termini with the exception of

larger pitch distance. With folding features at terminus

all 27 PFSC vectors associate with each other, which pro-

Figure 3
The relationship of PFSC 27 vectors. Three layers represent different pitch

distance blocks, and the nine vectors in each horizontal layer are the results of

combination changing from two torsion angles. The nine vectors in each vertical

slice belong to same zone of a torsion angle. Here ai is the index of the first

torsion angle and bj is the index of the second, for five successive Ca atoms; ck is

the index of pitch distance between two terminal atoms.

Table I
The Metric of 27 PFSC Vector Characteristic

1. The first row lists 27 PFSC vectors.

2. The left column lists the characters of PFSC vectors.

3. The ‘‘X’’ indicates the characteristics associated with each vector.

4. The definition of pitch distance cj, refers to Fig. 3.

5. The background colors group the characteristics.
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vides an effective way to describe protein folding shapes,

and to trace folding shape changes.

RESULTS

The PFSC method provides a new tool to describe pro-

tein folding from secondary structures to tertiary structures.

The PFSC presents a systematic description for folding

shapes along the protein backbone. Also, the PFSC offers

the information to reveal protein folding structure in detail

and shape transition, and it provides the justification for

length, boundary, and distortion of secondary structures.

With a given 3D protein structure as input, a com-

puter program has been developed to generate the PFSC

as output for protein folding shape description. What

follows in this section is an examination of PFSC results

and a comparison to other well established methods.

First, the PFSC is calculated for a collection of protein

structures randomly selected from the PDB. This includes

protein structure belonging to different classifications,

and those having multiple conformers of the same pro-

tein. Second, using PFSC the structural assignments are

assessed for the established SALIGN benchmark.50

Finally, the PFSC results are compared with the second-

ary structure assignments found in the PDB, as well as

the assignments from other methods.

Comparison of PFSC with PDB

The proteins structures with PDB identifiers (PDB ID)

1ECA, 1AAJ, 2RN2, and 8DFR are randomly selected as

examples from the structural classes of a, b, a1b, and
a/b respectively. The comparison of structural assign-

ments between PFSC and data in the PDB with these

identifiers is displayed in Table II. Here the structural

assignments in PDB by author, DSSP and STRIDE are

listed with descriptions from PFSC. To explicitly describe

the assignment for secondary structures, the PFSC assign-

ment for secondary structures (PFSCA) is a simple

expression for the PFSC in Table II. The results show

three features of the PFSC method. First, the secondary

structural assignments from PFSC and PDB (‘‘author,’’

DSSP and STRIDE) have overall agreement. Second, the

PFSC method is able to offer the complete description

for folding shapes along a protein backbone, including

regular fragments, irregular loops, and coils. Third, the

PFSC is able to discover details of the protein structural

folding features with meaningful explanation.

The relationship between secondary structures and
PFSC vectors

The PFSC vectors are mathematically derived to

describe the protein folding shapes where 27 vectors rep-

resent 27 folding patterns in enclosed space. Most types

of observed secondary structures can be related to spe-

cific PFSC vectors. Figure 1 shows that the PFSC space is

partitioned into nine space zones, which relate to three

angular zones and three pitch distance zones. Various

secondary structures (b-strands, a-helix, g-helix, p-helix,
d-helix, 310 helix and 2.27 helix) are found in different

PFSC space zones. The relation between secondary struc-

ture and PFSC vector are shown in Figure 1, and the cor-

responding vector letters are represented in Figures 2 and

3. For instance, a-helix is located at the zone with tor-

sion angle range 08–1308 and pitch distance range 5.5–

14.0 Å representing by vector ‘‘A’’; b-strand is located at

the zone with torsion angle range 1308 to 1808 and

21308 to 21808 and pitch distance range 5.5–14.0 Å

representing by vector ‘‘B’’; d-helix locates at the zone

with torsion angle 08–1308 and pitch distance <5.5 Å

representing by vector ‘‘D’’; 310 helix and 2.27 helix locate

at the zone with torsion angle 08–1308 and pitch distance

>14.0 Å representing as vector ‘‘H’’; g-helix and p-helix
locate at the zone with torsion angle 08 to 21308 and

pitch distance <5.5 Å representing as vector ‘‘$’’.

Boundaries of secondary structural fragments

The PFSC results in Table II show how the termini of

secondary structural fragments are connected or

extended. The structural assignments are slight different

when comparing ‘‘author’’, DSSP, STRIDE, and PFSC.

Those differences appear primarily with regard to length

and relative location of secondary structures. However,

with PFSC method, most of boundaries of secondary

structures of a-helices and b-strands are capped by anal-

ogous vectors to express folding shape transition. For

example, for protein 1ECA, the analogous vectors ‘‘V’’,

‘‘J’’, ‘‘Y’’ and ‘‘H’’ appear at the ends of the a-helices
with residue numbers [3], [19–20], [31–32], [38], [45–

46], [72] and [76]. For protein 1AAJ, the analogous vec-

tors of ‘‘V’’, ‘‘J’’ and ‘‘S’’ appear at the ends of b-strands
with residue numbers [3], [6–8], [12–13], [26], [33–34],

[48], [66], [71], [75], [83], [97] and [91]. These analo-

gous vectors indicate the smooth shape transition at the

ends of a-helix and b-strand fragments. On other hand,

if analogous vectors do not appear at the ends of a sec-

ondary structural fragment, it may indicate a sharp

change at the boundaries. For example, for protein with

PDB ID 2RN2, the sharp changes appear at residue num-

bers [28] and [114–115]; for protein with PDB ID 8DFR,

the sharp changes appear at residue numbers [48] and

[117–118].

Turns and loops

The protein secondary structural fragments are con-

nected by turns, coils or loops. The PFSC is able to

describe the segment motifs between secondary structural

fragments when they are not available in the PDB. For

example, in Table II, the structural fragment with residue

J. Yang
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Table II
The Comparison of Structural Assignments Between PFSC and PDB for Proteins of 1ECA, 1AAJ, 2RN2, and 8DFR

1. The left column displays the Ca protein backbone structure, name and its classification.

2. Seq: Amino acid sequence.

3. Athr: Structural assignments in PDB by authors, ‘‘a’’ indicates a-helices, ‘‘b’’ b-strands, letter ‘‘c’’ turns and ‘‘-’’ for undefined loops.

4. DSSP: Structural assignments from DSSP in PDB. ‘‘H’’ is a-helix, ‘‘E’’ b-strand, ‘‘T’’ turn, ‘‘S’’ bend, ‘‘G’’ 310 helix, ‘‘B’’ isolated b-bridge and ‘‘-’’ undefined loops.

5. STRIDE: Structural assignments from STRIDE in PDB. ‘‘H’’ is a-helix, ‘‘E’’ b-sheet, ‘‘T’’ turn, ‘‘C’’ coil, ‘‘G’’ 310 helix, ‘‘I’’ p-helix, ‘‘B’’ isolated b-bridge and ‘‘-’’

undefined loops.

6. PFSC: Structural assignments from PFSC method. ‘‘A’’ indicating a-helix and ‘‘B’’ b-strand. All other letters are defined in Figures 2 and 3.

7. PFSCA: Expression of secondary structural assignments from PFSC. ‘‘*’’ is a-helix, ‘‘5’’ b-strand, ‘‘<’’ and ‘‘>’’ analogue vectors at N- or C-terminus of secondary

structures, and other letters represent irregular tertiary structures defined in Figures 2 and 3.

8. The red color indicates the a-helix, the blue color the b-strands. The purple color represents the PFSC analogous vectors for secondary structure.
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numbers [36–46] of PDB ID 1ECA is assigned by

‘‘author’’ as ‘‘aaa- - - - - -aa’’; by DSSP as ‘‘TT-TTTTTT-’’;

and by STRIDES as ‘‘HHTTTTTTT-H’’. However, it is

assigned by PFSC as ‘‘AAJVAAAAHJV’’. The structural

fragment of [47–60] of PDB ID 1AAJ is assigned by

‘‘author’’ as ‘‘bb- - - -bbbbbccc’’; by DSSP as ‘‘E- - - - -

E- - EE – TT’’ and by STRIDES as ‘‘E- - - - -B - -

EETTT’’. By PFSC it is assigned as ‘‘BVAHHB-

BUIBBWYA’’. The results in Table II show that all gaps

between secondary structures for 1ECA, 1AAJ, 2RN2 and

8DFR in the PDB are filled by the PFSC vectors. The

PFSC offers the seamless description of protein folding

shapes from secondary to tertiary structures. This com-

pleteness in assignment should provide more accurate,

descriptive and effective comparison and analysis for pro-

tein structures.

Distortion of secondary structural fragments

The PFSC method is able to reveal the distortion

inside regular secondary structure fragments. The dis-

torted fragments of proteins with PDB ID 1EAC and

Figure 4
Comparison of the secondary structure assignments between PFSC and PDB (by ‘‘author’’). (A) Comparison of a-helix assignments for fragments with PDB ID 1ECA.

(B) Comparison of b-strand assignments for fragments with PDB ID 1AAJ. Each fragment is labeled with residue numbers. The PFSC is displayed in uppercase letters

and PDB data in lowercase letters. The arrow line and underline letters indicate the position of structural disruption shown by PFSC.
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1AAJ are indicated by PFSC, and they are displayed in

Figure 4. For example, in protein structure 1EAC, the

folding structure of sequence [19–38] is simply assigned

by ‘‘author’’ in PDB as a typical a-helical fragment.

However, the PFSC method assigns a-helical analogous

vectors ‘‘JV’’ rather than ‘‘AA’’ at residues [31–32], which

causes a disruption from typical a-helical shape. The

same disruption at residue [31] is also indicated by struc-

tural assignments with DSSP and STRIDE. The disrup-

tion of a-helical fragment [19–38] is shown with its Ca

atom backbone image in the upper left corner of Figure

4(A). Three typical a-helical fragments of 1ECA are

shown in Figure 4(A) for comparison. Another example

is shown for the distortion in the b-strand sequence [2-

13] for protein structure 1AAJ. This is displayed in the

upper left corner of Figure 4(B). Here piece of PFSC

description ‘‘VJVAJWSV’’ indicates the disruptive sec-

tion of sequence [6–13] for the b-strand fragment. The

structural assignment by ‘‘author’’ in PDB is simply

defined this segment as a b-strand, but PFSC indicates

that this fragment is not a typical flat b-strand segment.

The same disruption is indicated by structural assign-

ments with DSSP and STRIDE at residue [2–13] of

1AAJ. The Ca atom backbone image of fragment [2–13]

shows the disrupted section in the second half of the

segment. Three typical b-strand fragments of protein

1AAJ are compared with this distorted segment in Fig-

ure 4(B). For structural description, the PFSC method

shows vary similar sensitivity as the DSSP and STRIDE

methods. The PFSC has the ability to thoroughly expose

the disruption existing within protein secondary struc-

ture fragments.

Comparison of PSFC with other methods

Various approaches have been developed to assign the

secondary and even tertiary structures with alphabetic

letters for 3D protein folding structures. First, the

method DSSP, STRIDE, DEFINE, PCURVE, PSEA and

the assignment in PDB by ‘‘author’’ primarily provide

the secondary structural description for proteins. With

given knowledge of ideal secondary structures as criteria,

most of these methods extract information from the 3D

coordinate data to find out the hydrogen bonding pat-

terns, torsion angles around Ca atoms or Ca atom dis-

tances and so forth. For example, with hydrogen bonding

patterns, the DSSP approach tries to recognize eight

types of secondary structures, such as a-helix, 310 helix,

p-helix, b-sheet, b-bridge, random coil, and so on. With

different design, the PFSC method intends to have a

seamless description and provides vector assignment for

any possible folding shape in space. However, the PFSC

vectors are still able to relate to various secondary struc-

tural categories. Figure 1 shows how the various types of

secondary structures relate to the PFSC space zones with

specific angular and pitch distance. Especially, it is noted

that the methods, which try to construct the hydrogen

bonding patterns, require the hydrogen atom positions

defined by high resolution structural measurement. How-

ever, the PFSC method only requires that the Ca atom be

defined, so the protein structures with low resolution

data can be described by the PFSC method.

Second, the method SBB and PB are able to assign the

alphabetic letters to the protein secondary and tertiary

structures. The SBB method defines six optimum struc-

tural building blocks as the folding patterns from 97 pro-

tein chains and 19,438 of seven-residue segments, and

the PB method selects 16 protein blocks from 342 pro-

teins and 86,628 of five-residue segments. The choice of

folding patterns from SBB or PB methods is the result of

statistic analysis. Also, all folding patterns are not neces-

sary to be associated. However, the 27 PFSC folding pat-

terns are naturally associated each other because each

folding pattern clearly represents one region for an

enclosed space. Therefore, the meaningful PFSC vectors

are able to provide the seamless description of folding

shapes along protein backbone.

The results of two proteins are available as samples

for PFSC method to compare with various methods for

structural assignments. The data of ribosomal protein

S15 from Bacillus Stearothermophilus (PDB ID 1A32)

has been published by PB study to compare with six

different methods.40 The data of b-lactamase protein

chain A from Bacillus Licheniformis (PDB ID 4BLM)

has been published by SBB study to compare with DSSP

results.36 On the basis of these given data of proteins

1A32 and 4BLM, the folding structural assignments by

PFSC and various methods are listed in Tables III and

IV.

To compare easily the structural assignment by various

method in Tables III and IV, the letters with red color

represent the a-helices, blue color the b-strands, and

purple color the PFSC analogous vectors for a-helix or

b-strand. The results from these two tables show that the

assignments for secondary structures have overall agree-

ment between the PFSC method and other methods.

Also it is obvious that different methods do not assign

the same exact lengths and boundaries for secondary

structure fragments. In fact, the ending shapes of sec-

ondary structure fragments are not abruptly terminated

in most cases. The ends of secondary structural frag-

ments may be somehow distorted or extended to pre-

pare the shape transition for neighboring motifs. Vari-

ous methods adopt different algorithms, parameters,

and tolerance as criteria, which cause the ambiguity of

assignments of relative lengths and positions for sec-

ondary structure fragments. The 27 PFSC vectors cover

an enclosed space with folding patterns, and various

folding shapes and shape changes are able to be

described. The advantages of the PFSC description for

structural assignments are shown by the following three

aspects.

Description of Protein Structures Using PFSC
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Table III
Structural Assignments by PFSC and Various Methods for Protein of Ribosomal S15 from Bacillus Stearothermophilus (PDB ID 1A32)

1. 1A32: Protein ribosomal S15 from Bacillus Stearothermophilus.

2. SEQ: Amino acid sequence of protein structure with PDB ID 1A32.

3. PDB: The secondary structural assignment in PDB data by author, ‘‘a’’ is a-helix and ‘‘-’’ undefined loop.

4. DSSP, STRIDE, PSEA, DEFINE, and PCURVE: The structural assignments by these methods respectively. The ‘‘H’’ is a-helix, ‘‘E’’ b-strand and ‘‘C’’ coils.

5. PB: The structural assignments by protein block method. The ‘‘m’’ is a-helix, ‘‘d’’ b-strand, ‘‘k’’, ‘‘l’’, ‘‘n’’, ‘‘o’’ and ‘‘p’’ for loops like a-helix, ‘‘a’’, ‘‘b’’, ‘‘c’’, ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f ’’

for loops like b-strand, ‘‘h’’, ‘‘I’’ and ‘‘j’’ for coil and ZZ for the extremities not assigned.

6. PSFC: The structural assignments by PFSC. The ‘‘A’’ is a-helix, ‘‘B’’ b-strand, and other vectors are defined in Figures 2 and 3.

7. The red letter indicates the a-helix, blue letter the b-strand, and purple letter the PFSC analogous vectors for secondary structure

Table IV
Structural Assignments by PFSC and Various Methods for Protein of b-Lactamase from Bacillus Licheciformis (PDB ID 4BLM, chain A)

1. SEQ: Amino acid sequence of protein of b-lactamase of Bacillus Licheniformis (PDB ID 4BLM, chain A).

2. PDB: The secondary structural assignment by authors in PDB in PDB data, ‘‘a’’ is a-helix, ‘‘b’’ b-strand and ‘‘-’’ undefined loop.

3. DSSP: The structural assignments from Database of Secondary Structure of Proteins method. The ‘‘H’’ is a-helix, ‘‘E’’ b-strand, ‘‘T’’ turn, ‘‘S’’ bend, ‘‘G’’ 310 helix,

‘‘B’’ isolated b-bridge and ‘‘-’’ undefined loop.

4. STRIDE: The Structural assignments from STRIDE in PDB. ‘‘H’’ is a-helix, ‘‘E’’ b-sheet, ‘‘T’’ turn, ‘‘C’’ coil, ‘‘G’’ 310 helix, ‘‘I’’ p-helix, ‘‘B’’ isolated b-bridge, and
‘‘-’’ undefined loop.

5. SBB: The structural assignments by Structural Building Blocks method. The ‘‘a’’ is a-helix, ‘‘b’’ b-strand, ‘‘z’’ and ‘‘h’’ for N- and C-termini of a-helices, and
‘‘t’’ and ‘‘i’’ for N- and C-termini of b-strands.

6. PSFC: The structural assignments from PFSC. The ‘‘A’’ is a-helix, ‘‘B’’ b-strand, and other vectors are defined in Figures 2 and 3.

7. The red color indicates the a-helix, the blue color the bstrands. The purple color represents the PFSC analogous vectors for secondary structure.
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Analogous vectors for smooth transition of folding change

Each PFSC vector has a set of analogous vectors sur-

rounding it. For instance, vector ‘‘A’’ has six analogous

vectors, ‘‘V’’, ‘‘J’’, ‘‘Y’’, ‘‘P’’, ‘‘H’’ and ‘‘D’’; vector ‘‘B’’ has

six analogous vectors, ‘‘V’’, ‘‘J’’, ‘‘S’’, ‘‘M’’, ‘‘E’’ and ‘‘G’’ in

Figure 3. The analogous vectors may be assigned to the

shape transition for structural assignment. The PFSC

structural description is obtained by concatenation of

local structural assignments, In other words the PFSC

description is generated by moving the vector along the

protein backbone one Ca atom by one Ca atom. When

the end of secondary fragment starts twisting, the transi-

tion folding shape may be expressed by the PFSC analo-

gous vectors for a-helix or b-strand.
With benefit from analogous vector, the PFSC has

capability to reflect the gradual change at the end of sec-

ondary structure fragment. In Table III, the analogous

vectors appear on the most of ends of a-helical frag-

ments in protein structure 1A32A, such as ‘‘JVPYH’’ at

the C-terminus of a-helix [3–13]; ‘‘VJV’’ at the N-termi-

nus and ‘‘JV’’ at the C-terminus of a-helix [23–43]; ‘‘V’’

at the N-terminus for a-helix [48–70] and a-helix [74–

83]. The similar observations are found out in Table IV.

The analogous vectors appear on the ends of a-helices
and b-strands of protein 4BML, such as ‘‘JHH’’ at the C-

terminus of a-helix [33–39]; ‘‘Y’’ at the N-terminus of

a-helix [71–86]; ‘‘JVHH’’ at the N-terminus and ‘‘DD’’

at the C-terminus of a-helix [119–126]; ‘‘S’’ at the N-ter-

minus and ‘‘V’’ at the C-terminus of b-strand [243–251]

and ‘‘J’’ at the N-terminus of b-strand [259–267]. With

PFSC, it is not necessary to define obvious length and

boundary because of the gradual transition can be

described at the ends of secondary structural fragments.

It is more important to make the structural description

with better assignment to reflect the nature of secondary

structures. The concept of PFSC analogous vector pro-

vides the flexibility to describe the boundaries of second-

ary structures.

Tendency of capping secondary structures

The tendency of capping secondary structures is also

shown by PFSC results. With analogous vectors, the cap-

ping secondary structural fragment demonstrates the fea-

tures of structural assignments by PFSC method, which

is shown in Tables III and IV as well Table II. Here the

capping means one extra PFSC vector at N- and C-ter-

mini of secondary structural fragment. To exhibit how

the PFSC vectors are assigned to the N- and C-termini of

a-helices and b-strands, all of secondary structural frag-

ments of proteins 1A32 and 4BLM are listed in Table V.

The results in Table V show the tendency of assignment

for capping secondary structural fragments. The tendency

is well associated with the diagram orientation of the 27

vectors in space in Figure 3. The N-termini of a-helices
are capped by vectors (‘‘V’’, ‘‘Y’’ or ‘‘Z’’) with torsion

angle at ai in zone 1, the C-termini of a-helices by vec-

tors (‘‘J’’, ‘‘P’’, ‘‘D’’ or ‘‘Q’’) with torsion angle bi in zone

1. The N-termini of b-strands are capped by vectors (‘‘J’’,

‘‘S’’ or ‘‘I’’) with torsion angle ai in zone 2, and the C-

termini of b-strands by vectors (‘‘V’’, ‘‘W’’ or ‘‘U’’) with

torsion angle bi in zone 2. Also, the ‘‘H’’ vector may

appear at both N- and C-termini of a-helices and b-
strands. The ‘‘B’’ vector may directly connect with the N-

and C-termini of a-helices; reversely the ‘‘A’’ vector may

directly connect with the N- and C-termini of b-strands.
The results evidently illustrate that explicit features exist

for capping N- and C-termini for a-helices and b-strands
respectively. In other words, the tendency of structural

assignments is well shown by capping secondary structure

fragments.

The inclination is able to be explained by characteris-

tics of vectors in Figure 2. The folding shape arrows have

angular folding characters attached at the N- and C-ter-

minus of each vector. If two vectors are connected, the

C-terminus of one vector must be coupled with the N-

terminus of next vector. For smooth folding transition,

the folding characters from the N- terminus and the C-

terminus should be matched, that is, ‘‘a’’ connects to

‘‘a’’, ‘‘b’’ to ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘*’’ to ‘‘*’’. Therefore, the vectors

(‘‘V’’, ‘‘Y’’ or ‘‘Z’’) like to use their a-helical C-terminus

to couple with the N-terminus of a-helices; the vectors

(‘‘J’’, ‘‘P’’, ‘‘D’’ or ‘‘Q’’) like to use their a-helical N-termi-

nus to couple with the C-terminus of a-helices; the vec-

tors (‘‘J’’, ‘‘S’’ or ‘‘I’’) like to use b-strand character at C-

terminus to couple with the N-terminus of b-strand; the
vectors (‘‘V’’, ‘‘W’’ or ‘‘U’’) like to use b-strand character

at N-terminus to couple with the C-terminus of b-
strand. These results show the selectivity in making vec-

tor coupling, which determines the tendency of capping

secondary structures by PFSC method.

The similar tendency of capping secondary structure is

also shown by the results of SSB and BP methods. The

PFSC method is well compared with SSB and BP meth-

ods in capping assignment of secondary structure, which

is displayed in Table VI. However, the PFSC has capabil-

ity to explain the structural capping assignments by vec-

tor characteristics.

Structural assignment for turns and loops

With 27 vectors, the PFSC method is able to offer

detail description for turns or loops between regular sec-

ondary structures. This capability brings certain advant-

age to compare with other methods. Most of methods,

such as the deposited data in PDB by ‘‘author,’’ DSSP,

STRIDE, PESA, DEFINE, PCURVE and KAKSI, primarily

focus on the assignment of secondary structures. The

methods of PB and SBB are able to assign secondary and

tertiary for proteins. However, the 27 PFSC vectors of

PFSC offer the seamless structural description for protein
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Table V
Capping Secondary Structure Fragments by PFSC for Proteins with PDB ID 1A32 and Chain A of 4BLM

1. The first column is types of secondary structures.

2. The second column is the protein ID code: 1A32 and chain A of 4BLM.

3. The third column is the residue numbers for fragments.

4. The fourth column is amino acid sequences for secondary structure fragments.

5. The fifth column is the secondary structure assignments by the PFSC with one capping vector at the N- and C- termini.

6. The red letter indicates the a-helix, blue letter the b-strand, and purple letter the PFSC anlogous vectors for secondary structure.
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Ca backbone while they provide the meaningful illustra-

tion for structural assignment.

The comparison between PFSC method and ‘‘authors’’,

DSSP, STRIDE, DB, SSB methods for the structural

assignments for turns or loops is listed in Table VII. The

results show that, with the exception of gaps, some

degree of agreements exists between various methods

while the differences are observed. First, the data in PDB

by ‘‘authors,’’ and the DSSP, STRIDE and PFSC methods

provide the different express to cover the irregular frag-

ments of loops. For turns and loops between secondary

structures, the results from data by ‘‘authors’’ are almost

without structural assignments. The results from DSSP

and STRIDE provide more motifs, but left the undeter-

mined gasps. Also, both methods make the different

descriptions for the same residue. For example, each resi-

dues of 4BLM [91–110], [153–169], [169–181], [193–203],

[212–222] and [266–278] shows the different assignments

by the DSSP and STRIDE methods. The PFSC method,

however, does not only supply the complete structural

assignment, but also has capability to provide the detail

folding structural information for turns and loops.

Second, the PFSC method, same as the PB and SSB

methods, provides the complete structural descriptions

for the turns and loops. Overall, the results show that the

assignment from PFSC has better agreement with the

result from SSB according the alignment of structural

character. For example, with b-strand character 4BLM

residues [49–57], [91–110], [153–169], [212–222] and

[266–278] show the alignment between PFSC and SSB

results. The PB and PFSC methods show the structural

character alike, such as 1A32 residues [12–24] and [43–

51], but the relative positions for structural character are

shifted somehow.

Third, the PFSC method is able to provide a vector

description as additional express for protein folding

structure. The PFSC vector assignment (PFSCV) is tal-

ented to exhibit the folding shape features and changes.

The PFSCV is a supplement for the PFSC letter descrip-

tion, which display the detail structural assignment. For

instance, for the fragment of residue [12–24] of protein

with PDB ID 1A32 in Table VII, the data in PDB by

‘‘author’’, and the DSSP and STRIDE results do not give

detail description; the PB result gives a detail description

as ‘‘mmgcehiopafkl’’. However, the PFSC method does

not only give this fragment the PFSC letter description

‘‘AJVPYHBBVJVA’’, but also provide the PFSCV as a vec-

tor description ‘‘a-aa-aa-bb-aa-**-aa-ab-bb-bb-aa-
bb-aa-a’’. Here the PFSC results indicate that short and

non typical b-strands exist inside the fragment with con-

currence to the PSEA, DEFINE and PB methods in Table

III. For fragment of residue [91-110] of protein chain A

with PDB ID 4BLM in Table IV, the PFSC result not

only fills all gaps, but also it gives the letter description

‘‘AAHBBBBWYAAJWYJBVDAA’’ and the vector descrip-

tion ‘‘a-aa-aa-ab-bb-bb-bb-a*-aa-a-aa-bb-a*-aa-
bb-bb-aa-aa-aa-a’’. The PFSC result, same as the

DSSP, STRIDE and SSB, indicates that this fragment con-

tains a short b-strand and a short a-helix. However, the

PFSCV result also provides the detail structural informa-

tion how the short b-strands, a-helices and loops are

connected inside this irregular fragment. These samples

show that the PFSC method has ability to describe a

complicated protein fragment, and to reveal the structure

feature for the turn or loop.

Protein confirmation analysis with PFSC

Protein conformers are the results of protein folding

and folding changes. The protein conformation analysis

is important because it studies possible protein folding

structures under various conditions, and identifies pro-

tein misfolding which may relate to diseases treatment

and prevention. The PFSC approach is a powerful tool to

analyze protein confirmation since it is able to exhibit

the local structural folding features in details. Tradition-

ally, the comparison of protein conformers is to superim-

pose all of 3D structures, and then to provide the root-

mean-square deviation (rmsd) as a numerical measure-

ment. The PFSC method, however, assigns the vectors to

folding shapes along the protein backbone, and then the

PFSC is able to be aligned for conformation analysis.

A set of 20 conformers of Escherichia coli glutaredoxin

protein (PDB ID 1EGO)51 is analyzed by using PFSC

approach. The 20 conformers of structures of 1EGO in

aqueous solution with NMR measurement are given in

PDB. The protein structure 1EGO consists of a four

stranded b-sheets and three a-helices. The root-mean-

square deviation (rmsd) values from the 20 individual

conformers to their averaged coordinates for various

selections of heavy atoms are about 1.1 Å for N, Ca and

C0 atoms on polypeptide backbone. The superimposed

view of Ca atom backbone of the 20 conformers of

1EGO is displayed in Figure 5.

The 20 conformers of 1EGO are similar, and the dis-

tinguishing each other is only with slight difference of

local folding shapes. To compare the protein conformers

successfully, the structural assignments must be accurately

Table VI
Comparison of PFSC, SBB and PB Methods for Secondary Structure Capping

SBB PB PFSC SBB PB PFSC

a-helix a m A N-Cap z (f) K, l V, Y, Z, H
C-Cap h (h) n, o, p J, P, D, Q, H

b-strand b d B N-Cap t (s) a, b, c J, S, I, H
C-Cap i (i) e, f V, W, U, H

1. N-Cap is the capping at N-terminus for a-helix or b-strand fragment.

2. C-Cap is the capping at C-terminus for a-helix or b-strand fragment.

3. The columns of 2, 3 and 4 are the letters for secondary structure assignment,

and the columns of 6, 7 and 8 are the letters for capping assignment from

method SBB, PB and PFSC respectively.
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Table VII
The Comparison of Structural Assignments for Turns and Loops Between PFSC and Various Methods

1. Sequence: Amino acid sequences of protein 1A32 and chain A of protein 4BLM.

2. PDB: The secondary structural assigment in PDB bt ‘‘authors,’’ ‘‘a’’ is a-helix, ‘‘b’’ b--strand and ‘‘-’’ undefined loop.

3. DSSP: Database of Secondary Structure of Proteinsmethod. The ‘‘H’’ isa- helix, ‘‘E’’b-strand, ‘‘T’’ turn, ‘‘S’’ bend, ‘‘G’’ 310 helix, ‘‘B’’ isolated b-bridge and ‘‘-’’ undefined loop.
4. STRIDE: Structural assignments from STRIDE in PDB. ‘‘H’’ isa- helix, ‘‘E’’b-sheet, ‘‘T’’ turn, ‘‘C’’ coil, ‘‘G’’ 310 helix, ‘‘I’’ p-helix, ‘‘B’’ isolated b-bridge and ‘‘-’’ undefined loop.
5. PB: The strutural assignments from Protein Block method. The ‘‘m’’ is a-helix, ‘‘d’’ b-strand, ‘‘k’’, ‘‘I’’, ‘‘n’’, ‘‘o’’ and ‘‘p’’ for loops like a-helix, ‘‘a’’, ‘‘b’’, ‘‘c’’, ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘f ’’ for

loops like b-strand, ‘‘h’’, ‘‘I’’ and ‘‘j’’ for coil and ZZ for the extremities not assigned.

6. SBB: The structural assignments from structural building blocks method. The ‘‘a’’ is a-helix, ‘‘b’’ b-strand, ‘‘z’’ and ‘‘h’’ for N- and C- termini of a-helices a nd ‘‘t’’ and ‘‘i’’

for N- and C- termini of b-strands.
7. PSFC: The structural assignments from PFSC. The ‘‘A’’ is a-helix, ‘‘B’’ b-strand, and other vectors are defined in Figures 2 and 3.
8. PFSCV: The PFSC with vector assigments. The 27 vector description is the arrow line defined in Figure 2.

9. The red letter indicates the a-helix, blue letter the b-strand, and purple letter the PFSC analogous vectors for secondary structure.
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to express the local structural fragment, and meanwhile

must be sensitively to distinguish minor difference. The

folding structural alignment of 20 conformers of 1EGO

is listed in Table VIII. With the PFSC, the alignment of

protein folding shape description is able to display simi-

larity as well as dissimilarity. To have a straightforward

analysis, the aligned structural segments are dyed with

the same color.

Conformation similarity

In Table VIII, the results show that eight pieces of

structural motifs have exact same PFSC vector code

assignments for all of 20 conformers of 1EGO. These

eight pieces of similar structural folding segments at

sequences [3–5], [13–25], [32–40], [43], [46–50], [61–64],

[73–79] and [81] are marked with red color. While these

eight segments have similar folding structures, the remain-

der of segments does not have the same PFSC vector code

assignments for all of 20 conformers. Certain similarities,

however, still exist within remained segments for some

conformers. The further details are able to be exposed by

analysis of the PFSC descriptions.

Conformation dissimilarities

The segments, which do not have the same assign-

ments for all of 20 conformers, contain the information

about dissimilarities of 20 conformers of 1EGO. First,

some of dissimilarities may be analyzed by dividing the

20 conformers into different groups. For example, the

segment at residue [26–31] does not have same PFSC

vector assignments for all 20 of conformers, but the same

structural assignments exist among some conformers.

Five groups are found for segment at residue [26–31].

Figure 5
The superimposed 3D structures of 20 conformers of the oxidized form of E. coli

glutaredoxin (PDB ID 1EGO). The structures are superimposed by fitting N, Ca

and C0 of the polypeptide backbones.

Table VIII
Conformation Analysis with the PFSC for 20 Conformers of the Oxidized form of E. coli Glutaredoxin (PDB ID IEGO)

1. The left column is the label for 20 conformers, and the top row shows the sequence (SEQ).

2. The red color letters indicate the folding structures with identical assignment by PFSC for all 20 conformers.

3. The fragments are further marked with different colors; the conformers have the structural similarities marked with the same color in columns.
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The group of conformers 1, 2, 8, 14, 18 and 20 has a set

of PFSC vectors as ‘‘AAJVAJ’’. Similarly, the group of con-

formers 3 and 6 has the ‘‘ADJVHJ’’; the group of con-

formers 4, 7, and 9 has the ‘‘AAAAB’’; the group of con-

formers 10 and 15 has the ‘‘AAJVAB’’ and the group of

conformers 11 and 17 has the ‘‘AAAAJB’’. Also, we note

that the conformers 5, 12, 13, 16 and 19 do not belong

to any group, so their folding shapes are different from

other conformers in this segment. For the segment of

residue [26–31], the conformers in same group keep the

similarity, but the dissimilarities are distinguished by the

groups. The conformers in same group are marked by

the same colors in Table VIII.

Second, some of dissimilarities may be further ana-

lyzed by partitioning a segment into shorter pieces. For

example, the segments of residue [6–12] are more diver-

sionary because no group can be directly formed from 20

of conformers. With partition, some short pieces are

found the similar for certain conformers and they are

marked by the same colors in Table VIII. For short pieces

at residues [6-8], the conformers 2 and 5 have the same

set of short piece of ‘‘BBW’’; the conformers 10 and 16

have the ‘‘BHH’’; the conformers 11, 13, 17 and 17 have

the ‘‘BBH’’. For short piece at residues [9–12], the con-

formers 2 and 7 have the same set of short piece of

‘‘CSBV.’’ For short pieces at residue [10–12], the con-

formers 10 and 20 have the ‘‘SBA’’; the conformers 5, 12,

13, 17 and 18 have the ‘‘AJV’’. Although, there is not

identical pair among 20 conformers at the segments of

residue [6–12], the PFSC still can reveal the similarity as

well as dissimilarity within segments in details. These

results show that the PFSC is able to align the protein

folding structural assignment and compare protein con-

formation in detail.

A tool for conformation analysis

With the superimposition approach, the superimposed

3D structures of 20 conformers of 1EGO offer visualiza-

tion for comparison, and the root-mean-square deviation

(rmsd) provides the overall measurement. The PFSC is

able to provide a supplement tool to analyze the protein

conformations. With the PFSC description, all conform-

ers are able to be simple aligned as one-dimension strings

to compare each other. So, the difference of local folding

structures of a protein is able to be discovered. The PFSC

has the capability to play a significant role to facilitate

the protein conformation analysis for either experimental

data or result of computational dynamic simulation.

DISCUSSION

The 27 PFSC vectors are obtained mathematically, and

they are able to cover the enclosed space systematically.

First, the PFSC possesses the general sense of shape

object while they are well applied to protein folding

description. The specific PFSC space zones and PFSC let-

ters are relate to various types of protein secondary

structures. The results show that overall agreement with

structural assignment from other methods. Second, for

given 3D coordinates of proteins, the 27 PFSC vectors

are able to offer a complete description covering folding

shapes and folding changes along the protein backbone.

With this features, the 27 PFSC letters provide a useful

digital description, which will promote the protein struc-

tural comparison. Third, with vector characteristics, the

association of the 27 PFSC vectors in space shows the

advantage for protein folding shape descriptions, which

provides the meaningful structural assignment for protein

structure.

Characteristics of PFSC vector

Association diagram of PFSC vectors

The set of 27 PFSC vectors is not a group of protein

folding patterns with random order. The 27 PFSC vectors

are systemically ranked by distribution of three compo-

nents, two torsion angles and a pitch distance. The

arrangement of PFSC 27 vectors in Figure 3 actually is

an association diagram. The relationship can be observed

by various aspects of orientations. The vectors are associ-

ated each other by the horizontal layer, vertical slice, or

surrounding neighboring relation in Figure 3. The associ-

ation by 27 PFSC vectors provides the meaningful expla-

nation for structural assignment.

Vector characteristics of PFSC

The vector characteristics of the 27 PFSC are defined

in Figure 2, the features are summarized in Table I, and

the integral relationship is exhibited in Figure 3. Excep-

tion of the 27 PFSC letters, the vector characteristics

from the PFSC can be expressed by an addition format

of the PFSCV. The 27 PFSCV are able to display how the

vectors are coupled together for the structural assign-

ment, which provides the detail structural information to

analyze and compare protein structures.

Vector coupling of PFSC

The protein structural assignments can be illustrated

by the PFSC vector coupling. With structural assign-

ments, two of the connected vectors share 4 Ca atoms,

and each vector only left one Ca atom at each end differ-

ent. The shared 4 Ca atoms at middle play a role as vec-

tor coupling. The structural assignment makes the vector

connected one by one. However, the C-terminus of a vec-

tor must couple to the N-terminus of next vector. Fur-

thermore, the connection of two vectors may incline cou-

pling with appropriate folding shapes. The 27 PFSC fold-

ing shape patterns are able to be represented with the

arrow lines as the vectors, and each end of arrow repre-
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sent the N- or C-terminus. For example, the vectors ‘‘A’’

is for ‘‘a-a’’, ‘‘B’’ for ‘‘b-b’’, ‘‘J’’ for ‘‘a-b’’, ‘‘V’’ for ‘‘b-a’’,
‘‘P’’ for ‘‘a-*’’ and ‘‘C’’ for ‘‘*-*’’ and all 27 PFSC vectors

can be obtained in Figure 2. The folding shape character

is attached at the end of arrow line. The regular second-

ary structures of a-helix or b-strand request same folding

pattern extends to the next Ca atom in the protein back-

bone, so they expect the same folding features at two

ends for the vectors. The vectors, ‘‘H’’, ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘D’’, have

a-helical at both of the N- and C-termini, so they may

be candidate for a-helix; the vectors, ‘‘E’’, ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘G’’,

have b-strand at both of the N- and C-termini, so they

may be candidate for b-strand. With appropriate pitch

distance, the vector ‘‘A’’ is for typical a-helix and the vec-

tor ‘‘B’’ for typical b-strand. For smooth transition, the

suitable coupling of two vectors prefers to share the same

folding shapes character, that is, formation of ‘‘-aa-’’,
‘‘-bb-’’ or ‘‘-**-’’, between two of the connected vectors.

Consequently, vector ‘‘V’’ prefers to use a-helical at C-ter-
minus to connect to vector ‘‘A’’, but vector ‘‘J’’ prefers to

use a-helical at N-terminus to connect to vector ‘‘A’’. If a

rough coupling appears, such as ‘‘-a*-’’. ‘‘-b*-’’ or ‘‘-ab-’’,
the structural transition is abrupt. Also, the vector cou-

pling can interprets the assignment capping secondary

structures. It is apparently that the vector coupling

offers an additional representation to understand the

structural assignment. With the information provided

by vector coupling, it is possible to identify the active

site of protein, and to assist the protein and peptide

structure design.

PFSC vectors with irregular loops and turns

In spite of having the complete description for protein

structures, it is still hard to interpret how the irregular

loops, coils, and turns are formed. With 27 PFSC vectors,

the irregular loops and turns may be formed by two fac-

tors. First, the irregular fragments are formed by some

vectors with irregular folding character among 27 PFSC

vectors, that is, these vectors with ‘‘*’’ marked at the end

of arrow in Figure 2. There are 15 PFSC vectors have the

irregular folding character ‘‘*’’, such as ‘‘X, R, F, L, O, Y,

S, C, M, P, Z, T, $, N, Q’’. Especially, if these vectors are

connected and appear on the structural assignment, they

will create the irregular loop and coil, and turn. Second,

the irregular fragments are also formed by a rough con-

nection of any pair of PFSC vectors, even the vectors

with a-helix and b-strand folding character. If two vec-

tors do not couple with similar folding shape character,

they will produce an abrupt transition during the con-

nection, such as the vector ‘‘A’’ directly connects to the

vector ‘‘B’’ by vector coupling ‘‘a-ab-b’’; the ‘‘V’’ uses

the N-terminus to connect to the vector ‘‘A’’ by vector

coupling ‘‘a-ab-a’’ or the vector ‘‘J’’ uses the C-terminus

to connect to the vector ‘‘A’’ by vector coupling ‘‘a-ba-

a’’. Therefore, with 27 PFSC vectors, the irregular loops

and the turns can be analyzed and traced.

In conclusion, the PFSC 27 vectors are not only the

prototypes of folding patterns for the protein local

structures, but also are the vectors with the explicit

space orientation for protein folding descriptions. Also,

the association of 27 PFSC vectors plays the significant

role to reveal the protein folding structural assign-

ments.

Number of vectors

In this study, the vectors are actually derived from a

continuing and enclosed space, which initially has the in-

finite number of vectors. After partition of space, the 27

PFSC vectors are obtained, and each vector represents a

specific folding shape pattern. In general, increasing the

number of folding shape patterns may improve the fold-

ing description while it will complicate the analysis pro-

cedure. To modify the PFSC vector with including more

Ca atoms or setting up more partition components

would increase the number of folding shape patterns. For

example, with same spatial partition mode, the vector

with six, seven, or eight successive Ca atoms will have

81, 243 or 729 folding space patterns respectively. A sim-

pler approach to obtain more folding patterns is to com-

bine two consecutive the PFSC vectors. With PFSC strat-

egy, two consecutive PFSC vectors with 6 successive Ca

atoms will generate 729 folding motif patterns or vectors.

In this mode, the total number of possible folding shape

patterns will be 27(n24), where n is the total number of

Ca atoms. To increase the number of folding shape pat-

terns is possible, but it may not be necessary until the

complication make a remarkable improvement. In this

research, the PFSC 27 vectors have shown the significant

results for protein folding structures.

Usage of vectors

The PFSC method has been examined by protein

structures from the SALIGN benchmark. The SALIGN

benchmark is a test set of 200 pair wise proteins, which

has an average pair sharing 20% sequence identity and

65% of structurally equivalent Ca atoms superposed with

an rmsd of 3.5 Å. The frequencies of appearance of each

PFSC vector for 268 protein chains from the SALIGN

benchmark are summarized in Figure 6. First, the obser-

vation coincides with the fact that the 27 vectors are

designed to describe all possible folding shapes compre-

hensively, including the common and uncommon types

of folding. Second, the 27 PFSC vectors are generated

with equal weight, but their usages vary. The results

show that most of 27 of vectors have being used for 268

protein chains. The data show that the vectors ‘‘A’’ and

‘‘B’’ for a-helix and b-strand have the highest numbers

for appearance with number 38,274 and 20,361 individu-
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ally. Overall, the both of a-helices and b-strands take

about 67% of the local structural assignments. Three

analogous vectors for secondary structures, ‘‘V’’, ‘‘J’’ and

‘‘H’’, are observed with higher numbers of appearance

with number 7,176, 6,697, and 3,888 separately, and take

about 21% of the local structural assignments. Also, four

vectors, ‘‘W’’, ‘‘S’’, ‘‘Y’’ and ‘‘P’’, have higher numbers of

appearance over 1000, and take about 9% of the local

structural assignments. The eight vectors, ‘‘D’’, ‘‘Z’’, ‘‘C’’,

‘‘Q’’, ‘‘I’’, ‘‘$’’, ‘‘U’’ and ‘‘R’’, have numbers of appearance

over 100. The numbers of appearance of vector ‘‘M’’ is

zero, indicating without using. Other nine remaining vec-

tors have very low frequencies. In summary, nine of

among 27 vectors, ‘‘A’’, ‘‘B’’, ‘‘V’’, ‘‘J’’, ‘‘H’’, ‘‘W’’, ‘‘S’’, ‘‘Y’’

and ‘‘P’’, take about total 97% of the local structural

assignments. It is not surprised that individual vector are

not often adopted because of the limitations from the

essence of protein structures, but all vectors are kept in

place to reserve the enclosed space for seamless descrip-

tions. The advantage is that any local structure of five

consecutive Ca atoms for over 46,000 proteins in the

PDB should have an assignment with PFSC method.

The frequencies of appearance of 27 vectors in Figure

6 are able to be explicitly mapped by Figure 3. The vec-

tor ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ for a-helix and b-strand and three sur-

rounding analogous vectors, ‘‘V’’, ‘‘J’’ and ‘‘H’’, have

higher frequencies of appearance numbers for structural

assignments. These five vectors are gathered at the top

right corner in Figure 3. Also, it is apparently that most

vectors at the middle layer block and most vectors

around ‘‘H’’, ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘D’’ have higher frequency of

appearance. The distribution mapped in Figure 3

reflects the nature of protein structures. In other words,

most of local structural assignments are formed by the

preference from the protein backbone, that is, the

hydrogen bond patterns and the 3D spatial restrictions

and so forth.

CONCLUSIONS

The 27 PFSC vectors are obtained by rigorous mathe-

matical derivation to cover all possible folding shapes

systematically in space. Given a protein structure’s 3D

coordinates, the protein folding shapes can be described

by PFSC. Features of the PFSC method include: (i) Offers

a complete and reliable description of folding shape

along the protein backbone. (ii) Is able to reveal folding

shape changes with soft or abrupt transitions in detail.

(iii) Is able to expose similarity or dissimilarity for differ-

ent protein structures and different conformers of the

same protein. (iv) Give a one-dimensional fingerprint for

the complex 3D protein folding structure. (v) Provide a

meaningful description for individual protein folding

structural assignments.
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